TSRGD 2015 rewrite – Bedford Borough Council Submission
Question 13:
The following issues need to be considered in the rewrite of TSRGD. These issues
1. clarify points of detail within the TSRGD rewrite
2. or provide additional signage to measures already approved within TSRGD for
commonly occurring situations where current signage is inadequate
3. Our experience introducing the first turbo-roundabouts
In all cases the following issues have occurred in the preparation of schemes, where
the Council has faced the problem of identifying adequate signage within the current
TSRGD to implement schemes, primarily to promote cycling and walking, in line with
local and national guidance. These suggestions support the aims of reducing sign
clutter and providing Councils with more flexibility and a much greater range of sign
designs that should substantially cut the need for the Department to specially
authorise signs.
As we have had to look for TSRGD compliant or near compliant signs in many cases,
we have included our suggestions (variants) for 2015. These suggestions are based
on current TSRGD but are offered here to be helpful. The important issue is that we
need TSRGD 2015 approved signs for these situations. We have also included
examples of the relevant signage from Europe.

1. TSRGD 2015 rewrite – clarification and details
1A) Shared use pedestrian/cyclist crossings:
We welcome the proposal to introduce shared use pedestrian and cyclist crossings
highlighted in TSRGD 2015. The draft TSRGD introduces a new combined
cycle/pedestrian priority crossing, but there are no new signs proposed. This
omission must be addressed.
Secondly we are concerned that the proposal is to just introduce “segregated” shared
pedestrian and cyclist crossings i.e. where the cycle and pedestrian crossings are
separate. In a number of cases we have sought to introduce a shared use pedestrian
and cyclist crossings, for instance at our proposed turbo-roundabout. In line with
TfL/TRL report we proposed a “tiger crossing” where pedestrians and cyclists shared
the crossing at the recommended width of 4 metres. The minimum total width of a
segregrated pedestrian and cyclist crossings is over 5 metres. This will severely limit
their use. We would recommend that both types are allowed, or by preference the
completely shared “tiger” crossing is preferable.
Proposed Signage
TSRGD 2015: Suggested Advance warning sign (variants)
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Examples of European shared pedestrian/cycle signs at crossings (these do not have
Belisha beacons)

TSRGD 2015: Suggested Shared use warning on belisha beacon (variants 1)

As it is a combined crossing, we consider it would be safer to show both users on the
supplementary sign; Otherwise just a sign with a yellow flashing LED border could be
used on the striped pole
TSRGD 2015: Suggestions if belisha beacons are to be retained.

Road markings to go with the pedestrian/cyclist crossing
Whilst motorists are familiar with giving way to cyclists (informally) crossing on the
stripes of a zebra crossing and generally give way to them, they may not be as
inclined to give way to cyclists if they are not on the stripes.
There are several options to improve this:
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a) Add diagram 1023 before the give way line on the cycle crossing side of the
crossing (but this adds more lining clutter)
b) Elephants’ feet markings (Table 69, item 55) should be
allowed to be up to 600mm square with 600mm spaces
for use at combined cycle zebra crossing so squares
can match stripe widths to make a visually neater layout
and to give the cycle crossing visually more equal
status as the zebra part:

c) Extend the stripes over the whole crossing, but make
them yellow to make it clear it is not just a pedestrian
crossing (‘Tiger crossing’ is also easier to say than
‘combined cycle zebra crossing’) :

d) Extend the stripes over the whole crossing, but make
them yellow to make it clear it is not just a pedestrian
crossing and allow the use of elephant’s feet to
delineate the cycle route if necessary:

e) Improve the give way markings so that
motorist does not get confused at having 3
dashed lines across the road and
wondering which is the correct one to stop
at:

Zig-zags markings:
Table 69 Item 49 of the 2015 draft regulations Permitted Variant has removed the
relaxation for zig-zag lines to be reduced to 1m long. This means the minimum length
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of zig-zags is approx. 4 metres. The 1m zig-zag option need to be reinstated to allow
the use of zebra crossings over cycle tracks (as was done as part of the TRL trials
with minimal lining – see images below. (Note also that they also adopted shorter zigzags on the roundabout side of the cycle tracks). Alternatively the requirement for
zig-zags on the approach to zebra crossings on cycle tracks could be removed which
will remove a significant amount of lining clutter. The use of zebra crossings over
cycle tracks is common in the Netherlands at roundabouts with orbital cycle tracks
and they do it quite simply.

TRL trials photos

1B Cycle streets
TSRGD consultation documents propose introducing cycle streets. This concept is
already well established in Netherlands and Germany and we welcome their
introduction here. However no signage/regulations are proposed in the TSRGD 2015.
European (Dutch and German) examples with text that says motor vehicles are
‘guests’ or ‘permitted’

We believe that in the same way that when motorways were first introduced their
concept needed explaining, a similar approach is needed here.
Example of early motorway sign:
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TSRGD 2015: Suggested cycle street signs (2 variants)

2. TSRGD 2015 – existing measures without adequate
signage
2A1: Warning of cycle crossing
There also needs to be an advance warning sign for priority cycle only
crossings.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs – humped or at-grade cycle – advanced warning
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TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs – humped or at-grade cycle - Give Way sign at
humped or at-grade cycle crossing

2A2: Zebra crossing warning sign
With the introduction of shared cycle pedestrian crossings, there is an opportunity to
identify more precisely the different types of pedestrian crossings.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested change to zebra crossing sign.
This makes it clearer that this is for a zebra crossing, which means that a new noncontrolled crossing sign can be introduced:

2A3: Pedestrians crossing sign
We are introducing non-priority pedetrian crossings. Suggested change to noncontrolled pedestrian crossing point warning sign – bi-lingual compatible and less
clutter generally
TSRGD 2015: Suggested change to pedestrian crossing warning sign

2B End of cycle facility signs
The current signage options, where a cycle facility (of different types) ends, do not
make much sense and are too wordy. It is often unclear to cyclists where a cycle
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route or cycle path ends. Cycling on the footway is a controversial issue. There is a
need for simple signs to show where it is legal or not use footways.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs cancelling cycle path, cycle route, shared cycle
path and segregated cycle path

2C: Pedestrian only sign at end of shared use footways
Where a shared use cycle footway ends but a footway continues it is important to
make it clear that the pavement is now only a footway. Also where a shared
segregated route splits for a distance there can be need to sign which is the
pedestrian route and which is the cycle route. We have this problem in our important
Hastingsbury cycle route which we have recently upgraded. There therefore needs to
be a sign to denote a pedestrian path as there is in other countries.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested sign denoting pedestrian only section of path

International examples of this sign

Examples of how the new sign could be used on bollards within a cycle path:
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2D Sign for cyclists to rejoin carriageway
The current sign relies on words, rather than pictograms. We suggest a simple sign
which is understandable to both motorists and cyclists.

TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs – Pictoral alternative to CYCLISTS REJOIN
CARRIAGEWAY a) where cyclist rejoins road and b) where cyclist rejoins
dedicated cycle lane

2E Finger post signs
Square-ended traditional style fingerpost direction signs (with the option for uppercase lettering) are prescribed for general vehicle routes on lower grade roads, but no
similar facility is provided for cycle direction signs, which being blue often look
incongruous in rural locations so allowing a similar more traditional style would be
beneficial:
TSRGD 2015: Example of directional cycle signage
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2F Dead end signs
There is no simple signage to denote that a cul-de-sac road is open to cyclists and
pedestrians. Our proposed cycle network has several examples of this type of facility.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested Sign - dead end except for cyclists and pedestrians
(variants)

German example of same

2G Specific cycle give way sign
Where a give way sign is used on a cycle track adjacent to a carriagway it can be
misleading to motorists. Therefore a cycles only version should be introduced:
TSRGD 2015: Suggested Sign for cycle only give way

2H One way directional signs
TSRGD 2015 proposes to make contraflow cycling easier to introduce. We have a
default option to introduce contraflow cycle routes, wherever we have either
introduced one way streets due to residents’ demands or due to other changes to a
road’s priority. However we believe the current sign is rather unwieldy and wide
especially as this becomes more prevalent. Suggested plate that would mean that it
was cheaper to change exising on-way streets to contraflow cycling and give less
sign clutter. The same principle could then be given to diagram 606:
TSRGD 2015: Suggested change of sign for contraflow cycling
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TSRGD 2015: Suggested change of sign for contraflow cycling from side road

2J No Entry exemption plates
TSRGD 2015 suggests a wider use of exemption plates. We believe that pictorial
exemption plates would be more easy to understand.

TSRGD 2015: Suggested change of sign for No Entry exemption plates

2K Side road cycle crossing sign on hump
In some locations parallel cycle paths form part of our cycle network. It is recognised
that stopping and losing momentum is a barrier to cycling. In many cases we have
introduced “priority to the cycle track” over side roads by bending out the cycle track
so there is space for Give Way signs. However there is not always sufficient space to
“bend out” cycle routes to provide adequate space for the Give Way signs. There is
therefore a need to introduce a simple method of giving (see next section) and
signing cyclist priority at in-line crossings. Currently in order to sign a humped
crossing on a side road use it is difficult to find signs that convey the full meaning and
still introduces a lot of sign clutter.
(Question: Currently priority cycle crossings must be on a hump. Is it correct that this
requirement will be removed?)
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TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs for side road priority in-line cycle crossing (2
variants)

The equivalent Dutch warning sign

2L Give Way markings
Currently there are 4 different give way markings for motorists. It is likely that few
people will understand the subtle difference of meaning and just see them as give
way markings. The new regulations are an opportunity to consolidate all the
markings into one new marking that can be the same width as elephant feet
markings. Such a measure would be neater (in line with Dutch practice) and in
particular be uni-directional which will aid clarity, especially where diagram 1004
cannot be used with it (and could also be neatly incorporated into the new cycle
zebra crossing as above)
TSRGD 2015: Suggested all-purpose give way markings (can be used without
diagram 1004
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Existing give way markings

TSRGD proposed Uni-directional give way
markings needed to protect cycle track from
vehicles turning into side road.

Examples of existing priority side road crossings without sufficient signage to
demonstrate priority to cyclists

2M Pedestrian and cycle zones
The inclusion of the text PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE ZONE (diagram 618.3C) is
welcomed if no further changes are to be made. However rather than sign negatively
against excluded users the same approach could be used as on shared use
cycle/footways and use positive signs showing the permitted users. Loading
restrictions could also be shown pictorially to make bi-lingual signs easier.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs for pedestrian and cycle zones
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Restricted Parking and Loading Zones
The signing of waiting and loading restrictions in restricted zones adds a lot of sign
clutter and text (espically on bi-lingual signs). However rather than sign negatively
against excluded users the same approach could be used as on shared use
cycle/footways and use positive signs showing the permitted users. Loading
restrictions could also be shown pictorially to make bi-lingual signs easier

Suggestion for ‘loading in marked bays only’ – bilingual compatible

Suggestion for ‘parking in marked bays only’ – bilingual compatible

2N: Home Zones, shared space, restricted parking
There is a lack of meaningful regulation for shared space area and the new sign in
the draft TSRGD would have no meaning in law – it is just advisory.
Other countries have lower legal speed limits and pedestrian priority:

French Zone de Recontre sign
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TSRGD 2015: Suggested signs for Home Zone incorporating low speed limit

We believe that another difficulty is the lack of legal enforcement. Pedestrian prioirty
should also be included in the regulations for these zones which could be called
Pedestrian Priority and Activity Zones or ‘Panda’ Zones.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested entry and exit signs for “Panda” Zones

TSRGD 2015: Suggested sign for “Panda” Zones with restricted parking and
pedestrian priority

2P No parking on verge and footway signs
Bedford has introduced signs to restrict parking on the verge or footway. However it
is noted that the proposed new diagram 663.4 appears to follow the visual logic for a
driving restriction sign – i.e. no driving on the footway or verge.
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Suggested sign that looks like a
conventional no parking sign, but shows
what sort of parking is prohibited

2Q “40 Zone” no repeaters
New diagram 676 allows for 40mph zones, but not for, 30 and 50 mph limits which
currently need repeater signs in some circumstances, e.g. a 30 limit through an unlit
village, or a 50 limit on a country road. Zonal signage should be allowed for all limits
where these are different to the default, but with roundels as periodic reminders.

2R ASL left and straight on filters
There are often cases where there is a need to fit an ASL at a location with
left/straight on/right filter lights. The current TSRGD does not allow for split ASL box
reservoirs, with the result that cyclists are unclear to position themselves or may end
up obstructing moving traffic on a filter. The examples below show 2 ways of coping
with this problem (both from Oxford) by creating 2 distinct boxes or omitting a box.
There is a need to create a legal split box with directional arrows.
Examples of ASL boxes

There is not always sufficient space to
create split depth boxes

In this case the major straight on
movement has not been supplied with an
ASL box

2S Priority narrowings
Our experience is that the current sign is poorly understood below.
TSRGD 2015: Suggested sign using familiar giveweay triangle shape to aid
understanding
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3 Turbo-roundabout signage
Turbo-roundabouts are a new way of designing 2 lane roundabouts, introduced in the
Netherlands and copied in other European countries, which have a much better
safety record than typical 2 lane concentric roundabouts. In Netherlands, they have
already been adopted as the standard design for 2 lane roundabouts. It is likely that
as their benefits are gradually recognised that they will become more common.
Adequate signage is essential for their efficient and safe working. In 2014 we are
about to introduce the first ever turbo-style roundabout in England. This highlighted
the need for changes in TSRGD to introduce adequate signage. The 2015 TSRGD
provides an opportunity to allow permitted signs to facilitate their introduction.
a) Directional signage
Advanced warning is essential to indicate that lane changing on the roundabout is
not possible, so that motorists can get in lane before the roundabout.

Dutch examples

Hungarian examples

German example
TSRGD 2015: Suggested directional signs for turbo-roundabouts – directional
sign and get in lane sign
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b) Raised line dividers warning sign
Turbo-roundabouts have “raised lane dividers” which are essential to their safe
working – removing lane changing and circulating conflicts and reducing overall
traffic speeds. The Dutch manual recognises that to prevent strikes by cars or
motorcycles, it is essential to have a sign warning drivers of the “raised lane
dividers”.

Dutch example (Text: “Raised lane divider”)
TSRGD 2015: Suggested warning sign of raised lane dividers, positioned at
entry of roundabout
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